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As a result of this displacement, the formations and their work
are not seen as the active social a[d cultu¡al substance that they
quite invariably are. I-n our own cultue, this form of displace-
meat, made temporariþ or comparatively convincing by tlre
failures of derivative aìrd supershuctuml interpretation, is itself,
and quite centrally, hegemonic. \_

8. Dominant, Residual, and Emergent

The complexity of a culture is to be found not only in its variable
processes and ùreir social definitions-traditions, institutions,
and forrnations- but also in the dynanic interrelations, at every
point in the process, of historically varied and variable ele-
nents. In what I have called 'epochal' analysis, a cultural pro-
cess is seized as a cultural system, with determinate dominant
features: feudal culture orbourgeois culture or a hansitiou from
one to t}le other. This emphasis on dominant a¡d definitive
lineaments and features is important and often, in practice,
effective. But it then often happens that its methodòlogy is
presewed for the very different function of historical analysis, in
which a sense of movement within what is ordinarily abstracted
as a system is crucially necessary, especialìy if it is to connect
with the future as well as with the past. In authentic historicaì
anaìysis it is necessary at every point to recognize the complex
interelations between movements and tendencies both within
andbeyond a specific and effective dominalce.It is necessa.ryto
examine how these relate to the whole cultural process raltrer
than only to the selected and abstracted domina.nt system. Thus
'bourgeois culture' is a significant generalizing description and
hypothesis, expressed within epochal analysis by fundamentel
comparisons with 'feudal culture' or 'socialist culture'. How-
ever, as a description of cultural process, over four or five cen-

.. turies and in scores of different societies, it requires immediate
historical and internally comparative differentiation. Moreover,
.even if this is acknowledged or practically cartied out, the
'epochal' definition can exert its pressure as a static typeãgainst
which all feaf cultural process is measured, either to show
'stages' or 'variations' of the type (which is still historicaì
anaþsis) or, at its worst, to select supporting and exclude 'mar-
ginal' or 'incidental' or 'secondary' evidence.

Such errors are avoidable if, while retaining the epochal
. hypothesis, we can find terms which recognize not only 'stages'
. a¡.d 'variations' but the internal d¡rnamic relations of any actual
.pmcess. We have certainly still to speak of the 'dominant'
. a¡d the'effectiv¿', and in these senses of the hegemonic. But
, we find that we have also to speak, and indeed with fu¡ther
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differentiation of each, of the .residual' and the .emergent,,

which in any real process, and at any moment in thô process,
are significâni both in themselves and in what they rerreãl of the
characteristics of the'dominant'.

By 'residual' Ï meal something different from the .archaic',
though in practice drese a¡e often very difficult to distineuish.
Äny culture includes available elements of itlpast, bui their
place in the contemporary culfural process is profoundly vari-
able. I would call the 'archaic' tlat which is wholly recognized
as an element of the past, to be observed, to be examined, oì even
on occasion to be consqiously 'revived', in a deliberately
specializing way. What I mearr by the 'residual' is very different.
The residual, by definition, has been effectively formed in the
past, but it is still active in the cultural process, not only and
often not at all as an element of tle past, but as an effective
element of the present. Thus certain experiences, meanings, and
values which ca¡¡ot be expressed or substantially ve¡ified in
terms of the dominant culfurc, arc nevertheless lived and prac-
tised on fhe basis of the ¡esidue-cultu¡a.l as well as socia_l-of
some previous social a¡d cultural instifution or formation. It is
crucial to distinguish this aspect of the ¡esidual, which may
have al a.lternative ot even oppositional ¡elation to the domin-
ant culture, frorr that active ma.nifestation of the residual (this
being its distinction ftom the archaicJ which has been wholly or
largely incorporated into the dominant cultue. In three charac-
teristic cases in contemporary English culture this distinctio¡
can become a precise term of aaa-lysis. Thus organized religion
is predominantly residual, but within this there is a significant.
diffe¡ence between some practically alternative and oppos!
tional meanings and values (absolute brotherhood, servióe to
others without reward) and a larger body of incorporated mean.
ings and values (official morality, or the social order of which
the other-worldly is a separated neubalizing or ratifiring com-
ponent). Âgain, the idea of ¡ural community is prsdominantly
residual, but is in some limited respects alternative or opposi-
tional to urban indushiaì capitalism, though for the most part it
is incorporated, as idealization or fantasy, or as au exotic-resi.
dential or escape-leisure function of the doninaut oider itself.
Again, in monarchy, there is virtually nothing that is actively
rlsidual (alternative or oppositionat), but, with a heavy and
deliberate additional use of the archaic. a ¡esidual function has

fr¡¡ction-ma¡king the limits as well as the methods-of a form
.of capitalist democracy.
,,, A residual cultura.l element is usually at some distance from
the effective dominant culture, but some part of it, some version
of it-and especiallyif theresidue is from somemaiorarea of the
past-:will in most cases have had to be incorporated if the
effective domina¡t culfure is to make sense in these areas.
Moreover, at certain points the domina¡t culture caunot allow
loo much residual experience and pmctice outside itself, atleast
,without risk. It is in the incorporation of tle actively residual

-by reinterpretation, dilution, projection, discrimiuating in-
cìusion and exclusion-that the work of the selectíve badition
is especially evident. This is very notable in the case of versions
of 'the literary tradition', passing ûuough selective versioris of
the character of literature to connecthg and incorporated defini
tions of what literature now is and should be. This is one among
several crucial areas, since it is ìn some alternative or even
oppositional vérsions of what literature is (has been) ard what
literary ex¡rerience (and in one common derivation, other sig-
nificant experience) is and mustbe, that, against the pressures of
incorpomtion, actively residual meanings and values are sus-
tained.
. By'emergent'I mean, first, that new meanings and values,

new practices, new relationships and kinds of relationship are
continually being created. But it is exceptionally difficult to
distinguish between those which are really elements of some
new phase of the dominant culture (and in tlis sense 'species-
specific'l and those which are substantially alternative or oppos-
itional to it: emergent in the stÌict sense, rather than merely
novel. Since we are always considering relations within a eul-
tural process, definitions of the emergent, as ofthe residual, can
be made only in relation to a fuIl sense of the dominant. Yet the
social. location of the residual is always easier to understand,
since a large pa of it (though not all) relates to earlier social
fomrations and phases of the cultural process, in which certain
real meanings and values were generated. In the subsequent

wholly incorporated as a specific politicaì and cultural
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, default of a particular phase of a domina¡t culture there is then a
, reaching backto those meanings and values which were created
, in actual societies and actual situations in the past, ald which
l. stiil seem to havd significance because they represent areas of
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hurnan experience, aspiration, and achievement which the
domi¡ant culfure neglects, undèrualues, opposes, repÌesses, ot
even ca-onot rccognize,

_ The case of the emergent is radically different.lt is true tàat in
the structure of aly actual societ¡r, and especiallv in its ciass
struchùe, there is always a social basis fir elements of the
cultural process that a¡e altemative or opþsitional to the
domina¡t elements. One kind of baSis haì be"" ìui".Ul,
desc¡ibed in tlre centra.l body of Marxist theory: the for-utio" o't
a new class, the coming to consciousness of a ,rew 

"lass, 
and

within this, in actual process, the (often uneveo) 
"-".g"""" of

elements of a new cultuta_l formation. Thus the emergenie ottle
working class as a class was immediately evident (fãr e*arnple,.
in nineteenth-ceútury England) in the cultural pro""rr. 

-Brri

there was extrene unevenness of cont¡ibution in different patts
of the process. The making ofnew social values and instituiions
far ou-tpaced the making of strictìy cultural instituiions, while
specific cultural contributions, though significalt, were less
vigorous and autonomous than either general or hstitutional
innovation. A new class is always a souñe of emergent cultural
practice, but wlile it is still, as a class, relatively i;b;;ü;;
this is always likely to be uneven aud is certain to úe i""o-pt"t".
For new practice is not, of course, an isolated p"o""".. tã th"
degree tliat Ìt emelges, and especially to the diegree that it is
oppositional rather than alternative, the processìf attempte¿l
incorporation significantly begins. This can be seen, in the s'ame
period in England, in the emergence and then tle effective
incorporation of a radical popular press. It can be seen in the
emergegce and incorporation of working-class wrìting, where
the fundamental problem of emergence is-clearly reve"Ë;I, "ir.;the basis of incorporation, in suãh cases, i, tÉ" ut""tir",.ã_
dominance of received literary forms- a" i""omo.ution. .ã^to
say, which already conditions and limits the emeigence. But the
development is always uneven. Straight incorpoiation is mosi
directly- attempted against the visibly alternaûve and opposi-t,
tional class elements: trade unions, workilg-class potitic;ipar.i
ties, working--class life styles (as incorpoiated into ,popúlar,
joumalism, advertising, and commerciãl entertainmenti. The
process of emergence, in such conditions, is then a constantlv
repeated, an always renewable, move beyond a phase of practi_
cal incorporation: usually made much mãre difficult by tire fact....1,
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that much incorporation looks like recognition, acknowledge-
mJût; and thus a form of occeptance. In this complex process
there is indeed regular confusion between the locally rãsidual
(as a form of resistance to incorporationJ and the generally
emergent.

Cultural emergence in relation to the emergence and growing
sbength of a class is then aìways of major importalce, and
aìways complex. But we have also to see tlat it is not the only
kind of emergence. This recognition is very difficult, theoreti-
cally, though the practical evidence is abundant. What has
really to be said, as a way of defining importar¡t elements of both
the residua.l and the emergent, and as a way of understanding
the character of the dominant, isthatno mode ofproduction ond
therefore no dominant sociol o¡de¡ ond therefore no dominont
culture ever in ¡eolity includes or exhousts oIl humon proctice,
human energy, ond l.rumon intention. This is not merely a nega-
tive proposition, allowing us to account for significant things
which happen outside ot against the dominant mode, On the
contuary it is a fact about the modes of domination, that they
select fiom and consequently exclude the full ralge of human
practice. What they exclude may often be seen asthe personal or
the private, or as the natural or even the metaphysical. Indeed it
is usually in one or other of these terrirs that the excluded area is
expressed, since what the dominant has effectively seized is
indeed the ruling definition of the social.

It is this seizure that has especially to be resisted. For there is
always, though in varying degrees, practical consciousness, in
specific relationships, specific skills, specific perceptions, that
is unquestionably social and that a specifically dominant social
orderneglects, excludes, represses, or simply fails to recognize.
A distinctive and comparative feature of any dominant social
order is how far it ¡eaches into the whole range of practices and
experiences in an attempt at incotporation. There can be areas of
experience it is willing to ignore or dispense with: to assign as
private or to specialize as aesthetic or to generalize as natural.
Moreover, as a social orderchanges, in terms of its own develop-
ing needs, these relations are variable. Thus in advanced
capitalism, because of chalges in the social character of labour,
in the social cha¡acter of communications, and in the social
cha¡acter of decision-making, the dominant culture reaches
much further tlan ever before in capitaÌist society into hitherto
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-oppositìonal and, by pressure, often converted into it. yet even
here 'here can-be sphetes of ptâctice and meaning which, ahoJ
by definition ftom its own limited character, or-in its profouad
deformation, the domitra¡t culturc i".-rUf" in 

".uy ""Jt"-"-. tJ
recognize. EJements of emergence may indeed be incorporated,
b.ut iust as often the incorporated forms are merely fa"ri-iÌ", oi
the genuinely emergent cultutal ptactice. Any significani
emergence, beyond or against a domi¡ant mode, is ve¡vãifficult
under these conditions; in itself a¡d in its repeated ãonfusion
with the facsimiles and novelties of the incorpõrated phase. yet;
in our own period as in others, the fact ofemerg"rrt cult*al
practice is still undeniable, and together with the fait of activeþ.
rcsidlal practice is a necessaly complication of the would_bä
dominant cultu¡e.

This conplex process cân still in part be described in classt ,

terms. But the-re is always other socij being and cooscioosn"ss'i
wþich is neglected and excluded: altema'tive p"r""ptio"r-ái
others, in immediate relationships; new perceptìons årra p.uc. .
tices of the mate¡ial wo¡ld. I:r pmctice the."-a.e different in:
qgality ftom the developing and articulated i¡terests ofa risine
class. The relations 

-b"túreeo 
these two ;r"*";- ;ì--th;

emergent-the class and the excluded social þuman) area_are,
by no means necessarily conhadictory. Attimesthev can be verv
close and on the relations between them much in páhtical p¡aá_
tice depends. But culturally and as a matte¡ of theorv t_t¡e areas
can be seen as distinct.
.-What matters, fi¡ally, in understanding emergent culture, as

distinct from both the dominant arrd tbJ residùal, is that ii is
never -only a matter of immediate practice; indeed it depends
cru_cially o''- finding new forrns or ãdaptations of form. Àgain.
and again what we have to obse¡ve is in effect a pre-e*""nui"".
active and pressing but not yet fully articulate¿, ¡ather thä the
evident emetgence which could be more confidentlv naned. It
is to understand more closely tbis condition of pre_ã-""g"o"u,
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as well as the more evident forms of the emergent, the residual,
and the dominant, that we need to explore the concept of stouc-
tures of feeling.



9. Structures of Feeling

In most description and analysis, culfure and society are expres_
sed rn ån-habitual past tense. The strongest barrier to tlre recop_
nition of human cultural activity is tt ir-i--àiut" 

"rrá "ãs"Ë,conversion of experience into finished products. Vlrhat is dãfÀ_
sible as a proóedure in conscious history, noher" ;;;;;
assumptions many actions can be definitiíály t"k;" ; ü"iig
ende.d. is habitually projected, not only into túe Jway;;;i;g
su.bslânc:e of the past, but into contemporary life, in which
relatio-nships, institutions and formationi in ,ífri"f, *ã 

"r" 
,-tiif

actively involved are converted, by this procedurd ;.ã;, i"t"fnrmed wholes rathe¡ tha¡ forming ând forr,"tt; ;;;;r;.. Analysis is then cenhed on relatioñs between tfr"*'p"ããìãã¿
institutio¡s, formations, and experiences, so that now, as ilthat
produced past; only the fixed explicit fo¡ms exist, and livins
prcsence is always, by definitioa, receding.
, When we begin to grasp the dominalceäf this procedure, to
look into its centre and if possible past its edges, we c"o .rrrd"r_
srand, rn new ways, that separation of the social from the ner-
sonal which is so powerful and directive a culhtral mode. If the
social is- always past, in the sense that it is 

"l*;t; i;;;;ã; ;;
have indeed to find otherte¡ms for th" ""deniilÌ,;;";;;;¿";ithe.present: not only the temporal p."seot, th" "euli"àìil;-;iiil;and this instant, but the specificity ofpresent being, the inalien_
ably physical, within which we may indeed ldiscem and
acknowledge instituiions, formations, päsiüons, but 

"oi 
ul*;;;

as tixed ploducts, defining products. A¡d then if the sociaj is túe
lrxed and explicit-the k¡own relationships, institutions, for_
mations, positions-all that is present 

""a--orriog, "ll'thutescapes or seems to escape from the fixed and the explicit andtlle known, is grasped and defined as the personaì: thi", he.u,
now, alive, active, ,subiective'.

. There is another ¡elaied distinction. As thousht is described.in the.same habituaf past tense, it is indeeã *-ãfff;r;;;îï;
explicit and_fïnished forns, from much oreven an¡rthine dtat wã
can presently recognize as thin_king, tÀat we 

""t "guirr"i 
ii Ào"ãactive, more llexible, less singular terms_"ã*"iou"o""".

experience, feeling-and then watch even these drawn toward.s
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fixed, finite, recedirrg forms. The point is especially relevant to
works of art, which reallyare, in one sense, explicit ald finished
forms-actual obiects in the visual arts, objectified conventions
a¡d notations (semantic figures) in literature. But it is not only
that, to complete their lnherent process, we have to make them
present, in specifically active'readings'. It is also that the making
oi art is never itself in the past tense. It is always a formative
process, within a specific present. At different moments in his-
tory, and in significantly different ways, the reality and even the
primacy of such presences and such processes, such diverse ald
yet specific actualities, have been powerfully asserted and
reclaimed, as inpractice of course they are all the time lived. But
they are then often asserted as forms themselves, in contention
with other known forms: the subjective as distinct from the
obiective; experience frorri belief; feeling from tlought; the
inmediate from the general; the personal from the social. The
undeniable power of .two great modexn ideological sys-
tems-the'aesthetic' and the'psychological'-is, ironically,
systematically derived from tlese senses of insta¡.ce and pro-
cess, where experience, immediate feeling, and then subjectiv-
ity and personality are newly generalized and assembled.
Agai.nst these 'personalr forms, the ideological systems of fixed
social generality, of categorical products, of absolute forma-
tions, are relatively powerless, witlin their specific dimension.
Of one dominant strain in Marxism, with its habitual abuse of
tle'subjectivel and the'personal', tlis is especially true.

Yet it is the reduction of the social to fixed forms that remains
the basic error. Marx often said this, and some Marxists quote
him, in fixed ways, before returning to fixed forms. The rnistake,
as so often, is in taking terms of analysis as terms of substance.
Thus we speak ofaworld-view or ofa prevailing ideology or ofa
class outlook, often with adequate evidence, but in this regular
slide towards a past tense and a fixed forrir suppose, or even do
not know that we have to suppose, that these exist and are lived
specifically and definitively, in singular and developing forms.
Perhaps the dead can be reduced to fixed forms, though their
surviving records are against it. But the living will not be
reduced, at least in the first person; living third persons may be
different. All the known complexities, the experienced tensions,
shifts, and uncertainties, the inhicate forms of unevenness and
confusion, are against the terms of the reduction and soon, by
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extension, against social analysis itself. Social forms are then
often admitted for generalities but debaned, contemptuously,
fro-m any possible relevance to this immediate and a¿tual siã-
nificance of being. And ftom the absbactions formed in thelr
turn by this act of debarring-the 'human imagination,, the
'human psyche', the 'unconscious', with their .functions' in art
and in myth and in dream-new and disptaàèd forms of social
analysis and categotizatio¡, oveniding all specific social condi-
tions, arc then more or less rapidly developed.

Social forrrs are evidently more recognizable when they are
a¡ticulate and explicit. We have seen this in the range fiom
institutions to fomations atrd baditions. We can see it again in
the range from dominalt systems of belief and education to
influential systems of explanation a.nd argument. AII these have
effective presence. Many are formed and deliberate, and some
are quite fixed. But when they have all been identified they are.
not a whole inventory even of sociaÌ consciousness in its sim-
plest sense. For they become social consciousness only when
they are lived, acLively, in real relationships, and moreover in
relationships which are more than systematic exchalges be-
tween fixed units. Indeed justbecause aII consciousness is social,
its processes occur not onlybetween but within tlre relationship
and the related. And this practicaì consciousness is always more
than a handling of fixed forrrs and units. There is frequent
tension between the received interpretation and practical
experience. Where this tension can be made direct and explicit,
or where some altemative intetptetation is available, we are still
within a dimension of relatively fixed forms. But the tension is
as often an unease, a strcss, a displacement, a latency: the
moment of conscious comparison not yet come, often not even
coming. And comparison is by no means the only process,
though it is powerful and important. There are the experiences
to which the fixed forms do not speak at all, which indeed tley.
do notrecognize. There are importaltmixed experiences, where.
the available meaning would convert pal:t to all, or all to part..
And even where form ald response can be found to agree,l
without apparent difficulty, tìere can be qua-lifications, reséwa-
tions, indications elsewhere: what the agreement seemed to
settìe but still sounding elsewbere.þactiãal consciousness is
almost always different from official consciousness, and this is,
not only a mattet of relative freedom or conhol. For practical,
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consciousness is what is actually being lived, and not only what
it is thought is being lived. Yet the actual alternative to the
received and produced fixed forms is not silence: not the
absence, the unconscious, which bourgeois culture has mythi-

olex,' This process can be directly observed in the history of a

lalguage. Iu spite of substantial arrd at some levels decisive
continuities in grammar and vocabular¡r, no generation speaks
quite the sane language as its predecessors. The difference can
be defined in terms of additions, deletions, and modifications,
but these do not exhaust it. What reâlly changes is something
quite general, over a wide range, and the description tìat often
fits the change best is. the literary term 'style'. It is a general
change, rather than a set of deliberate choices, yet choices can be
deduced from it, as well as effects. Simila¡ kinds of change can
be obsewed in ma¡.ners, dress, building, and othet similat forms
of social life. It is an open question-that is to say, a set of
specific historical questions-whether in any of these changes
this or that group has been dominant or influential, or whether
they are the result of. much more general interaction. For what
we arc defining is a particular quality of social experience and
relationship, historically distinct from othet particuÌar qual-
ities, which gives the sense of a generation or of a period. The
relations between this quality and the other specifying historicaì
marks of changing institutions, formations, and beliefs, and
beyond these the changing social and economic relations be-
tween ald within classes, arc again a[ open question: that is to
say, a set of specific historical questions. The meþodological
consequence of such a definition, however, is tha{-the specific ,

qualitative changes are not ossumed to be epiphenomena of I
changed institutions, fo¡mations, and beliefs, or merely secon- |
dar¡r evidence of changed social and economic relations be- |
tween and within classes. ,A.t the same time they are from the I
beginning taken as sociol experience, rather than as 'personal- |
experience or as the merely superficial or incidental 'small I
change'of society. They are social in two wayq that distihguish I
them ftom reduced senses ofthe sociaÌ as tbe institutional and I
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the for¡ral: first, in that they are 
!q_nge.s oJ prqsençe_ [while theyarg-bging lived this-iîãËäãiÇwhef tE-q, hffiTËn fived iil,ssiill their substantial characteristic); second, in th.t;if:h";;

,iq;,I!: ]"ï" tu difficult, bul,f""ti"s,iJ;il;J. ;;;ill#;drstrnctlon trom more fnm¡ì .^^^^^+- ^f ,,.,^-rrdistinctionfrommo."ro.*J"ãìffi .ãr;",äääi,j#åiläãåi
ogy'. It il not_only that we must gô tey"rra to;ãiv lr"fà-"rã

changes can be defined as chalges in structures offee.l-

s-ystematic beliefs, though of cou¡se w
them. It is that we aÌe concemed with

ric.betiefs, thoust or 
"o-iu *ãr,ã*iL,ilîüJ Liäld

selected and interpreted beliefs and 
""t"d ;Jir;iifi"ü;;;i

erces. An altemative definition would be struátures of 
"*ã"ii_e¡ce: in one sense tìe better ald wider word, but with thedifficulty that one of its senses has that past tln1"ïìf"nl. tfrã

Itr.ugtuTq" as a- set, with specific inte¡ñd relation;,-;4"*;
interlocking end in tension] yet we a-re 

"l.o d"fi;i"; ;;;"iuj
eTp-e,rience which is still in process, often indeed noa;"i.;;". c-

èlements and their conlections in a generation or period, and

ni.,ed.as s.ocial but taken to be p"i""t", tãio.y"i"id;;;ä"iur¿,uu.dn soclal out Lal(en to be private, idiosyncratic, and even
rsoÞung, but which in analysis [tlough rarely otberwise) bas its

.needing always to be refurned, interactively, to such evidence. It
is initially less simple than more formally structured hypotheses
of the social, but it is more adequate to the actual range of
cultural evidence: historically certainly, but even more (where it
natters more) in our present cultural process. The hypothesis
has a special relevance io art and literature, where the true social
content is in a significant number of cases of tlis present and
affective kind, which cannot witìout loss be reduced to beliêf-
systems, institutions, or explicit general relationships, though it
may include all these as lived and experienced, with or without
.tension, as it also evidently includes elements of social and
material þhysical or.natural) experience which may lie beyond,
or be uncovered or imperfectly covered by, the elsewhere recog-
nizable systematic elements. The unmistakable presence of
certain elements in art which ale not covered by (though in
one mode they may be reduced to) other forrnal systems is
the tme source of the specializing categories of 'the aesthetic',
'the arts', and 'imaginative litetatue'. We need, on the one
hand, to ack.ûowledge (and welcome) the .specificity of these
elements-specific feelings, specific rhythms-and yet to find
ways of recognizing their specific kinds of sociality, thus pre-
îenting that extraction from social experience which is conceiv-
able only when social experience itself has been categôrically
(and at root historically) reduced. We are then not only con-
cerned wit}r the restoration of sòcial content in its full sense, that
of a generative immediacy. The idea of a structure of feeling can
be specifically rclated to the evidence of folms and conven-
tions-semaùtic figures-which, in a¡t and literature, are often
among the very first indications that such a new structure is
forming. These relations will be discussed in more detail in
subsequent chapters, but as a matter of cultural theory tlis is a
way of defining forms and convettions in art and literature as

inalienable elements of a social. material ptocess: not by deriva-
tion from other socia.l forms and pie-forms, but as social fo¡ma-
tion of a specific kind which may in tum be seen as the alticula-
tion (often the only fully available articulation) of sEuctures of
feeling which as living processes are much more widely experi-

emergent, connecting, and dominant cha
specific bierarchies. These are often moreù1,eurrlu urer ¿rrcttìes. lnese are otten morc recognizable at a later
sta€e., when they have been (as often bappensif.r_ãt*âl"ià._
sified. and in menr¡ nq<oo Ì,,,ìlr ;^*^ .-^.,.,..,^-^ --, .

i uu¿ wurux r(r auafy-sts ltnouglr raÌely otberwise) bas its
t, connecting, and domina¡t characteristics, ináeed its

By rhat time the case is different; a new st¡u"ture oi ie;lt";;lü
usy,atf¡' A¡e¡a¡ nave begun to form, in tt u t*u.""iJ pr"i""i.'
, Methodologically, then, a ,structure of feeling' ¡s a cultural
nypottresis, actuaìly derived from attempts to unìersta¡d such

, and in rna-ny cases built into instítirti"ns 
"nd 

for-.ii"ìs
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so.lution
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which have been p¡ecipitoted and are more evidently ald more
immediatelv availabléffi
contempotary structure of feeling. The effective formations of
most actual art relate to already manifest sociaÌ formations,
dominant or residual, and it is prima_rily to emergent formations
(tbough often in the form of modification or distu-rbance in older
forms) that tle structure of feeling, os solution,ìeìates. yet this
specific solution is never mere flux. It is a structured formation
which. because it is at fhe werv crìoo .7l;;;;il;;il Ìï;

contempomty st¡ucture of feeling, meanwhile, in the new
semantic figures of Dickens, of Emily Brontë, and others,
specified exposure and isolation as a genero,l condition, and
p-overty, debt, or illegitimacy as its connecting instaûces. An
a.lte¡native ideology, relating such exposure to the nature of the
social order, was only later generally formed: offering explana-
tions but now at a reduced tension: the social explanãtio; fuily
admitted, the intensity of experienced fear and slame now disl-
persed and general ized.

- The example reminds us, finally, of the complex relation of
differentiated structures offeeling to differentiaied classes. This
is historically very variable. InEngland between 1660 and 1690,
for example, two st¡uctures of feeling (among tlre defeated puri-
ta¡rs and in the restored Court) can be readily distinguished,
though neither, in its litetature and elsewhe¡ã, is redricibte to
the ideologies ofthese gÌoups or to their formal (in fact complex)
class relations. At times the emergence of a new structr¡ie oí
feeling is best related to the tise of iclass @ngland, tZ00-60); at
other times to contradiction, fracture, oì ñrrt"tiott withií a
class fEngland, 7780-1830 oi 189È1g3OJ, when a formation
appears to break away from its class norms, though it retains its
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substantial affiliation, and the tension is at once lived and
articulated in radically new sèmantic figures. Any of these

examples requires detailed substantiation, but what is now in
question, tleoretically, is the hypothesis of a-mode of social
färmation, explicit arrd recognizable in specific kinds of art,
which is distinguishable from other social and semantic fomra-
tions by its adiculation ofpresence'


